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Skyline Kridtsløjfen Aalborg, 
Denmark 

Stylish interiors created for 
modern apartments
  

1. Altro Ensemble™ 

“We are really happy with the floors. 

They are good quality and fit well 

together design-wise.”

Jonas Dinesen Jensen, 
direktør for KD Boliger
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Skyline Kridtsløjfen Aalborg,  
Denmark 

Stylish interiors created for 
modern apartments

Altro Ensemble is a modular flooring system that gives you  
complete design freedom to create stunning floors for interior 
spaces. From colour blocking to geometric patterns, the  
possibilities are as endless as your imagination.

Altro Ensemble has 15dB sound reduction with added comfort 
underfoot, making it perfect for front of house areas in hotels 
including foyers and reception areas, restaurant and café dining 
areas, retail, offices, and student accommodation – any  
environment where design is key.

With four modular sizes, you can mix and match to create unique 
patterns utilising colour and design.

Looks great with:  

1. Altro Orchestra™

2. Altro Serenade™

3. Altro Whiterock Satins™

Issue
KD Boliger are building new homes in desirable areas within the town of 
Aalborg, Denmark, including the Skyline Kridstsløjfen project. The homes 
vary from small New York style apartments to top floor, modern penthouses. 
Jonas Dinesen Jensen, CEO of KD Boliger, wished to improve the quality of 
the interior design and provide a luxury feel to each apartment.

Approach
Understanding the requirement for high-end, luxury touches in all  
95 apartments, flooring company Total Gulve Aalborg recommended  
Altro Ensemble modular flooring to KD Boliger.

“I love the surface texture of the floor. Altro Ensemble is also easy to work 
with and the only product that is not ‘rubbery’. Plus, it’s comfortable to walk 
on.” Jonas Dinesen Jensen, CEO of KD Boliger.

Solution
Altro Ensemble in the colours Village Oak and Greige Striking Oak were 
installed providing the apartments with a consistent, wood design effect. 
The floor comes in wood-look, stone-look, and one-colour designs.  
Altro Ensemble is available in many design options and variations.

“The floors were easy to install, even when you only use one person for 
the job. Altro Ensemble is a great product to work with and installation is 
simpler as it is easier to cut than other flooring products we have used,” 
commented Henrik Jacobsen, of Total Gulve Aalborg.

“We’ve had positive feedback from the 35 homes where people have 
moved in. The floors are nice, good quality, and the residents are very 
satisfied,” said Jonas Dinesen Jensen, CEO of KD Boliger.

“Our team have been working with 

Altro products for many years and 

would definitely use and recommend 

Altro Ensemble again.”  

Henrik Jacobsen, 
Total Gulve Aalborg.  
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